Yet, money cannot solve all problems. As the 1947 report of the John and Mary R. Markle Foundation pointed out, we need both dollars and sense. The Steelman Report to the President of the United States stated that the ceiling on research and development activities is &dquo;fixed by the availability of trained personnel rather than by the amount of money available&dquo;.
Considerable public and private money is being expended by organized, possibly overorganized research, coded on superstructures of code-sheets, transferred to punch cards and scrutinized for statistical significance. When the ability of men doing such research is at par with the structure always ready to engulf them, the results are superior to anything as yet devised. There are certain symptoms and signs to indicate, however, that an armchair strategist can map out some sort of program, draw up a skillful outline, promote his idea to a lay organization, and from then on the &dquo;research&dquo; automatically starts to roll.
There can hardly be any objection to such activities as long as they do not silence the individual investigator. Yet, the fine tone of his violin can be easily drowned out by the fanfare of trombones and drums. Medical journals give him little or no space; he does not report 1000 cases with 995 controls. He is a &dquo;rugged individual&dquo;, at whom foundations and medical editors look askance. A cursory glance at the British medical literature of shattered, battered England shows what thinkers can do on half-rations in ill-equipped and poorly heated institutions. There is also some evidence that even such men, becoming cogs in a big machine, working with all the technical assistance that money can buy, become sterile and fail to produce. The mass data compiled by mass-men may miss the important variables, the influencing factors in spite of the scrutiny by ample statistical standards. The lone investigator may deduce as important conclusions from a small closely supervised series as the organizer whose wires may occasionally get crossed when pulled too hard.
This journal, we hope, will always give space to small, well controlled clinical reports, to articles which, right or wrong, give room for controversy and stimulate further observation. One trusts that the arrival of mass man may be postponed, if not averted, by individual thought and action.
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